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Various employment issues arise for businesses when there are risks of widespread disease affecting the workplace, 

such as in a pandemic. This Guidance Note explains how to manage those issues. 
 
The overarching requirement for a business is to meet its health and safety duties, which requires it to ensure the 

health and safety of workers and other persons in the workplace. 
 
In doing so, the business will need to: 
 

• direct and consult with staff; 

• consider discrimination and privacy issues (eg health information); 

• implement appropriate hygiene and infection control measures; 

• correctly accrue and pay employee leave entitlements; 

• manage workplace stress; and 

• implement staff travel and isolation measures (including remote working). 
 
Depending on the duration of the spread of disease, business continuity requirements may require: 
 

• the scaling down of operations; and 

• potentially considering the implementation of redundancy programs. 
 
Once the crisis has abated, there may be various issues to work through, including: 
 

• workers’ compensation claims; 

• potential underpayment of entitlements (eg through inadequate auditing of hours worked or misclassification 

of staff); and 

• ongoing management of employees who face post-pandemic physical or mental hurdles in resuming their 

pre-pandemic working arrangements. 

 
The alert level system and impacts on employers and the workplace  
 
A four-level COVID-19 alert system has been established by the New Zealand Government. This system specifies 

the public health and social measures that must be taken at each level. Alert levels may be applied at a town, city, 

territorial local authority, regional or national level. 

 

Information outlining restrictions under the different alert levels is available on the Government COVID-19 website. 

 

For current New Zealand alert levels, see covid19.govt.nz. 
 

 

https://covid19.govt.nz/alert-system/covid-19-alert-system/
https://covid19.govt.nz/alert-system/current-alert-level/


See also:  
Unite against COVID-19: Current COVID-19 Alert Level 
Unite against COVID-19: COVID-19 Alert System 
NZ Business: Workplace operations at Alert Level 2 
 

 

Health and Safety at Work duties 
Any infectious disease encountered in the workplace is considered a workplace hazard. 
 
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSW Act) requires that employers take all reasonably practicable steps to: 
 

• mitigate risk; and 

• protect workers at all times from workplace hazards. 
 

The business (ie the person conducting the business or undertaking (PCBU)) has the primary duty of care under the 

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 to take reasonable care of the health and safety of its staff and other persons in 

the workplace (ie clients, supply chain). 
 
In the context of widespread disease such as a pandemic (eg SARS, COVID-19, H1N1), the business must take 

steps to minimise the risk of exposure and spread of the disease to staff and other persons in the workplace. 
 
Reasonable measures could include to: 
 

• ensure that the workplace is clean and hygienic – conduct a deep-clean, regularly cleaning high-touch 

surfaces and provide additional hand sanitisers and wipes; 

• closely monitor ongoing government sources for current information and advice (see the Government’s 

dedicated COVID-19 website); 

• clearly communicate government imposed self-isolation/quarantine periods; 

• provide clear guidance on when staff should not attend work (ie which may include when unwell, showing 

disease symptoms and/or if a staff member is very concerned about the risk of being in the workplace) (see 

various government health links below); 

• eliminate or minimise domestic and international travel (see the Safe Travel website); 

• review and communicate company policies (eg work health and safety policy, flexible working policy, leave 

policies, infection control/hygiene policy, remote working, no face-to-face meetings); 

• consult with other providers of labour (ie labour hire providers, independent contractors and supply chain 

services) regarding their management of their own workers; 

• conduct contingency planning in relation to staff absences (eg casual worker coverage, alternating teams); 

and 

• provide staff with access to support services such as employee assistance advice lines or counsellors (eg 

“Need to Talk?” service on 1737). 
 
Businesses must communicate with staff about their duties to take reasonable care of their own health and safety 

and to not adversely affect the health and safety of other staff or persons in the workplace. For example, staff should 

be informed that they should: 
 

• use hand sanitisers and thoroughly wash hands with soap and water at regular intervals; 

https://covid19.govt.nz/government-actions/covid-19-alert-level/
https://covid19.govt.nz/government-actions/covid-19-alert-system/
https://www.business.govt.nz/covid-19/workplace-operations-covid-19-alert-levels/
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=legislation-nz&id=urn:contentItem:5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0Y8-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=legislation-nz&id=urn:contentItem:5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0Y8-00000-00&context=
https://covid19.govt.nz/
https://www.safetravel.govt.nz/


• avoid physical contact with others; 

• cough or sneeze safely – using a tissue or crook of elbow but not hands; 

• immediately contact a doctor via phone or Healthline if unwell; and 

• immediately inform the business if they have been isolated and/or they or any member of their household 

have the disease. 
 
If an employer requires or knowingly allows workers to come to a workplace when they are sick with COVID-19 or 

required to self-isolate under public health guidelines for COVID-19, they are likely to be in breach of their duties 

under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015. 
 
Businesses should also specifically address workplace health and safety risks related to working remotely, including 

in the staff member’s home. 
 

See below Managing issues around remote/flexible working. 
 
Businesses must have a COVID-19 safety plan. This should be created in consultation with workers and/or their 

health and safety representatives to ensure new processes are effective.  
 
WorkSafe have created a safety plan template for operating at alert level 2, which can be downloaded from their 

website. 
 
The questions that WorkSafe advise businesses to consider in putting together their safety plan include: 
 

• Are there any risks arising from restarting business or a business activity that has been shut down during 

alert level 4, and how will these be managed? 

• How will all workers know how to keep themselves safe from exposure to COVID-19? 

• How will information on the wellness of your workers be gathered, to ensure that they are safe and well to 

work? 

• How will business operate in a way that keeps workers and others safe from exposure to COVID-19? 

• How will an exposure or suspected exposure to COVID-19 be managed? 

• How will work processes or risk controls be checked to ensure these are effective? 

• How do any changes impact on the risks of business operations? 
 

References:  

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, s 22 

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, s 36 

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, s 45 

 

See also: 

Worksafe: COVID-19: Operating safely – what you need to think about 

Ministry of Health: COVID-19: Personal protective equipment for workers  

 

Guidance from authorities and regulators 

 

Businesses must keep informed of the latest information from authorities and regulators and where relevant, 

communicate that information to staff.  

 

Information can be obtained from the following sources: 

https://www.health.govt.nz/your-health/services-and-support/health-care-services/healthline
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=legislation-nz&id=urn:contentItem:5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0Y8-00000-00&context=
https://worksafe.govt.nz/dmsdocument/27992-covid-19-safety-plan-template-for-operating-at-alert-level-2-pdf-version/latest
https://worksafe.govt.nz/managing-health-and-safety/novel-coronavirus-covid/
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=399bddbd-7757-44d0-8a7e-54f69cd406b9&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0YF-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2015A70S22&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Meaning+of+reasonably+practicable&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=ec34b623-c5a8-4a0d-8e62-9fc68448883e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=dce178e6-66d1-4d60-9f95-8365f6d5e0bc&pdlinktype=Document&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0YK-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pdscrollreferenceid=NZ_2015A70S36&action=linkdoc&stayincurrent=false&pdicsfeatureid=1517128&ecomp=95b6k&prid=d52e181c-614f-47d8-8daa-f416df434f7c
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=b24407a0-c427-40d8-abc6-c8bb7d6f72bb&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0YM-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2015A70S45&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Duties+of+workers&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=ec34b623-c5a8-4a0d-8e62-9fc68448883e
https://www.worksafe.govt.nz/managing-health-and-safety/novel-coronavirus-covid/operating-safely-what-you-need-to-think-about
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-novel-coronavirus-information-specific-audiences/covid-19-advice-workers-including-personal-protective-equipment


 

• NZ Government COVID-19 information site 

• Ministry of Health: Workplace Infectious Disease Prevention  
• Employment New Zealand: Coronavirus (COVID-19) and the workplace 

• Worksafe: Managing Health and Safety Novel coronavirus (COVID-19)  
• World Health Organisation  

 

Directions to employees during periods of widespread disease 

 

Contracts of employment contain implied terms (and often express terms) which provide employers with the right to 

direct employees about:  

 

• what they do in the course of their employment; 

• how to perform work under the contract; 

• when they are required to perform work under the contract; and 

• where work is performed under the contract. 

 

Any direction must be lawful and reasonable. 

 

Directions are likely to be lawful and reasonable if made to ensure compliance with laws (including workplace health 

and safety laws) and where the direction goes only so far as reasonably necessary. In determining the lawfulness 

or reasonableness of a direction, employers must also have regard to the terms of any applicable workplace 

instruments.  

 

If an employee fails to comply with a lawful and reasonable direction, an employer may have a valid reason to 

discipline the employee, up to and including dismissal. However, to avoid unfair dismissal claims, employers must 

ensure that they have clearly and consistently communicated to employees that failures to comply may result in 

dismissal and that procedural fairness is afforded at all times. Employers should also seek legal advice on their 

particular circumstances. See Dismissal.  

 

The ability of employers to lawfully regulate employees’ conduct outside work is more limited. However, where the 

direction is to ensure health and safety in the workplace or to promote the effective conduct of the business, then 

employers are likely to have more latitude, particularly in situations of pandemic or widespread disease within the 

community. 

 

Leave entitlements and payments to employees during authorised 

absences from work 

 

Employees may be entitled to payments when on an authorised absence from work during periods of widespread 

disease.  

 

Employee leave entitlements are set out in the relevant legislation and/or contracts of employment. 

 

Employees must satisfy certain criteria, including notice and evidence requirements.  

 

Statutory leave entitlements under the Holidays Act 2003 include: 

 

• sick leave; 

• annual leave; 

• domestic violence leave; 

• bereavement leave. 

https://covid19.govt.nz/
https://www.health.govt.nz/your-health/healthy-living/environmental-health/infectious-disease-prevention-and-control/workplace-infectious-disease-prevention
https://www.employment.govt.nz/leave-and-holidays/other-types-of-leave/coronavirus-workplace/
https://www.employment.govt.nz/leave-and-holidays/other-types-of-leave/coronavirus-workplace/
https://worksafe.govt.nz/managing-health-and-safety/novel-coronavirus-covid-19/workplace-preparedness-for-novel-coronavirus
https://www.who.int/
https://advance.lexis.com/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=6568a9a6-5654-4c37-bcb4-299fb8a2c00e&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fpractical-guidance-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5D3C-F231-F2F4-G23R-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5D3C-F231-F2F4-G23R-00000-00&pdcomponentid=366922&pdcurrmodid=1013026&ecomp=sh1k&earg=2%3A1&prid=d3aacb5f-15a3-4eae-aef1-3868a8bfc9be
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=f4f54a1c-ac78-44f2-954c-541078c4f11f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-BP71-FBN1-24KF-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2003A129-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Holidays+Act+2003&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=821fa5c7-f3c9-4cf5-a1e4-b53db0f58314


 

The applicability of leave entitlements during periods of widespread disease is set out below. 

 

Certain staff may also be entitled to support and welfare payments through government initiatives. 

 

Sick leave 

An employee’s entitlement to paid sick leave of five days annually: 

 

• arises once an employee has worked for the employer for a continuous period of six months (in the 

absence of any agreement between employer and employee to take sick leave during this period); 

• arises for full time employees and those who work for an average of 10 hours or more per week (at least 

one hour in every week or more than 40 hours per month) during the first six months of employment; 

• must be provided for each 12-month period following the end of the first six months of employment (for 

employees who continue to work fulltime or an average of at least 10 hours per week); 

• may be taken when the employee, their spouse/partner or a person who depends on the employee for care 

is sick or injured; 

• may be carried over from one 12-month period to the next (if not fully utilised) to a maximum of 20-day 

entitlement in any year (or more if there are enhanced entitlements contained in the parties' employment 

agreement); 

• cannot be capitalised or paid out unless the employee is sick (or the employment agreement allows for a 

pay out of sick leave upon termination of employment); 

• may be the subject of proof of sickness or injury (usually a medical certificate) that may be required by the 

employer if: 

o three or more consecutive calendar days are taken (whether or not the days were working days); 

and 

o at any time the employer informs the employee that proof is required and agrees to meet the 

reasonable cost of obtaining the proof; 

• does not prevent parties from agreeing to enhanced entitlements to sick leave on conditions they may 

agree — eg. a requirement to produce proof of sickness for each leave day taken in excess of the statutory 

minimum; and 

• is subject to a requirement of notification to the employer as early as possible before the employee is due to 

begin work. 

 

Notice must be given as soon as reasonably practicable and satisfactory evidence must be provided if required by 

an employer. During situations such as pandemics, it may be more difficult for employees to comply with onerous 

evidence requirements due to limited access to medical staff, advice provided by telephone health lines or 

requirements to self-isolate/quarantine. Employers should take this into account. 

 

Employers are required to pay any employee who is sick (or caring for a sick dependent) until their paid sick leave 

is used up. If paid sick leave is not available, paid special leave should be considered. Other forms of paid leave 

can be used by agreement between the employer and the employee. See Sick leave.  

 

Annual leave 
  
After 12 months of continuous employment, an employee is entitled to four weeks of annual leave. An employer 

must allow an employee to take at least two weeks of their entitled leave in a continuous period, if the employee 

elects to do so. But the time at which annual leave can be taken is subject to agreement between employee and 

employer (who cannot unreasonably withhold consent). An employer may allow an employee to take an agreed 

portion of their annual holidays’ entitlement in advance. 

 
An employer can require employees to take annual leave in certain circumstances, including where work is 
seasonal; or if the employer and employee are unable to agree on the times at which it can be taken. If an employer 
requires an employee to take annual leave, the employee must be given not less than 14-day notice of the 
requirement to take leave. 

https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1516762&crid=9edea1a5-2b61-4d37-8809-ffcba8f4785e&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=23&pdcurrsubtid=27&pdactivecontenttype=urn%3Ahlct%3A141&ecomp=4r-g&earg=27&prid=7943ded8-293f-4e16-b118-5b335d97873f


 
If an employee requires sick leave or bereavement leave beyond the employee’s sick leave entitlements under the 
Holidays Act 2003, the employer must not require, but may agree if requested by the employee, that the leave be 
taken as annual holidays. See Annual leave.  

 

Bereavement Leave 
 

Entitlement to paid bereavement leave: 

 

• arises once an employee has worked for the employer for a continuous period of six months (in the 

absence of any agreement between employer and employee to take bereavement leave during this period); 

 

• arises for full time employees and those who work for an average of 10 hours or more per week (at least 

one hour in every week or more than 40 hours per month) during the first six months of employment; 

 

• must be provided (if required) for each 12-month period following the end of the first six months of 

employment (for employees who continue to work full time or an average of at least 10 hours per week); 

 

• of three days must be provided for employees who suffer the death of: 

o spouse/partner; 

o parent, parent-in-law or grandparent; 

o child or partner’s child; 

o sibling; or 

o grandchild; and 

• may be provided (one day) if an employee suffers a death accepted by the employer as a bereavement, 

after considering the kind of relationship between the employee and the deceased and any cultural or other 

significant responsibilities the employee is required to undertake for the ceremonies relating to the death. 

See Bereavement leave. 

 

Parental leave 

 
The COVID-19 Response (Further Management Measures) Legislation Act 2020, which came into force on 16 May 

2020, introduces temporary changes to the parental leave scheme. 
 
Under the changes, “COVID-19 response workers” who are currently on parental leave will be able to temporarily 

return to work for a maximum period of 12 weeks (a Labour Inspector may deem a longer period reasonable), without 

losing their entitlements under the Parental Leave and Employment Protection Act 1987. 
 

A “COVID-19 response worker” is defined as a person who: 

• is entitled to parental leave; 

• has agreed with their employer to return to work temporarily to respond to circumstances related to the 
outbreak of COVID-19 (or is a self-employed person who wants to return to work temporarily as a result of 
the outbreak of COVID-19); and 

• in the circumstances of COVID-19, that person’s role cannot reasonably be filled by another person 
(because of that person’s skill, qualifications, or experience), or there is a higher than usual demand for 
workers doing that role. 

 
COVID-19 response workers will not receive any parental leave payments or pre-term baby payments during the 

period they return to work. Any parental payments received during the temporary return to work are deemed to be an 

“overpayment” and must be returned. 
 

 

https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1516762&crid=0a1bb3d9-806e-42a7-b445-3be0b39772a0&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=23&pdcurrsubtid=25&pdactivecontenttype=urn%3Ahlct%3A141&ecomp=4r-g&earg=25&prid=7943ded8-293f-4e16-b118-5b335d97873f
https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1516762&crid=b1fb6105-e93b-4b00-8a90-44815c4c89be&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=23&pdcurrsubtid=28&pdactivecontenttype=urn%3Ahlct%3A141&ecomp=4r-g&earg=28&prid=7943ded8-293f-4e16-b118-5b335d97873f
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=legislation-nz&id=urn:contentItem:5YY5-5391-FCSB-S09J-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=legislation-nz&id=urn:contentItem:58VS-CP21-FFMK-M34D-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=legislation-nz&id=urn:contentItem:5YYH-SBJ1-JJ1H-X1DX-00000-00&context=


Other leave 

 

In circumstances of disease outbreak, there may be the potential for employees to be exposed to increased risks of 

domestic violence, particularly when required to self-isolate with their families. The Holidays Act 2003 provides for 

10 days’ paid family violence leave per year, which does not accumulate but is instead available from the first day 

an employee starts work and renews in full at the start of each 12 months’ period of employment.  

 

Notification of intention to take family violence leave is required, however, during situations such as pandemics, it 

may be more difficult for employees to comply with evidence requirements. Employers should take this into 

account. 

 

An employee who is a voluntary member of the New Zealand Armed Forces may be entitled to unpaid leave if they 

are part of a response to a pandemic emergency. Under the Volunteers Employment Protection Act 1973, 

employers must hold an employee’s job open and protect their entitlements but are not required under the Act to 

pay employees for this leave.  

 

References:  

Holidays Act 2003, s 16 

Holidays Act 2003, s 63   

Holidays Act 2003, s 65 

Holidays Act 2003, s 69 

Holidays Act 2003, s 72C 

Volunteers Employment Protection Act 1973, s 14B 

 

Government payments 

 

Various schemes have been implemented by the Government to address the effect of COVID-19 on businesses. 

These include: 

• the Wage Subsidy Schemes; 

• the Leave Support Scheme; 

• the Short-term Absence Payment; 

• the Resurgence Support Payment; 

• Cash Flow and Tax Measures; 

• the Business Finance Guarantee Scheme; and 

• the Small Business Cashflow Loan Scheme. 

 

 
Wage Subsidy Schemes 

The Wage Subsidy Schemes can no longer be applied for by employers. Previously the following schemes were 

available to support workers who were financially impacted by Covid-19: 
 

• Wage Subsidy Scheme; 

• Wage Subsidy Extension; and 

• Resurgence Wage Subsidy. 

 
More information on these now-ended subsidies can be found at Covid-19: Wage subsidy schemes. 
 
 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=f4f54a1c-ac78-44f2-954c-541078c4f11f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-BP71-FBN1-24KF-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2003A129-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Holidays+Act+2003&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=821fa5c7-f3c9-4cf5-a1e4-b53db0f58314
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=1a81a6f7-693f-4bce-a727-642cf58f48ec&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-BP71-FBN1-23VC-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_1973A25-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Volunteers+Employment+Protection+Act+1973&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=e4577850-c2bb-4eee-bd43-7b7b24902510
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=081e2c97-33c9-401a-8b5c-d0c2a81dd1e4&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CP01-FCCX-635D-00000-00&pdscrollreferenceid=_2003A129S16&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAIACEAAEAADAABAACAAB&ecomp=ydshk&prid=c416a0c6-b52e-4c48-a50d-adfa22f82a92
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=5b904e1f-d636-4ea0-8f23-bb89f1d94260&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CP01-FCCX-635V-00000-00&pdscrollreferenceid=_2003A129S63&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAIACEAAEAADAAEAACAAB&ecomp=ydshk&prid=c416a0c6-b52e-4c48-a50d-adfa22f82a92
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentslider/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=1e8a5b69-9c6a-4128-a356-2919188fe220&pdistocdocslideraccess=true&config=&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CP01-FCCX-635W-00000-00&pdcomponentid=275443&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAIACEAAEAADAAEAAD&ecomp=93_7k&prid=5b904e1f-d636-4ea0-8f23-bb89f1d94260
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentslider/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=ddbd6f21-98b4-497d-ba2f-8a243ff36e54&pdistocdocslideraccess=true&config=&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CP01-FCCX-635X-00000-00&pdcomponentid=275443&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAIACEAAEAADAAEAAE&ecomp=93_7k&prid=1e8a5b69-9c6a-4128-a356-2919188fe220
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentslider/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=fa1ec104-c817-4309-9a63-44db8b717c70&pdistocdocslideraccess=true&config=&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5WJ5-NW51-JN6B-S4N0-00000-00&pdcomponentid=275443&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAIACEAAEAADAAFAAE&ecomp=93_7k&prid=f1d0b1a7-78e2-4fa5-a598-c3f921e87718
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=40a97c55-f8aa-464d-b413-b71bc7b202a4&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNY1-FJTD-G4RT-00000-00&pdscrollreferenceid=_1973A25S14B&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAWAAQAAFAAGAAD&ecomp=ydshk&prid=4304058f-f208-4fe3-8d79-204a59087516
https://covid19.govt.nz/business-work-and-money/financial-support/financial-support-for-businesses/#wage-subsidy-schemes


Leave Support Scheme 

The COVID-19 Leave Support Scheme (previously called “COVID-19 Essential Workers Leave Support”) is available 

for employers, including sole traders, to pay their employees who can't work. 
 
Support is available for employers to pay their employees in situations where employees need to stay away from 

work and cannot work from home. Employers can apply for support to pay employees. Those who are self-employed, 

or contractors, can apply directly. 
 
To be eligible for the Leave Support Scheme, employees must meet these criteria. 
 

At 9am on 9 February 2021, the criteria for getting the COVID-19 Leave Support Scheme changed. Those who 

applied before this time are required to meet the old criteria. 
 

Employers could not apply for the COVID-19 Leave Support scheme and the COVID-19 Wage Subsidy scheme for 

the same employee at the same time.  
 
This payment was previously called “COVID-19 Essential Workers Leave Support” because it was only available to 

essential businesses. It is now available for all employers returning to work who meet the criteria. 
 
Where workers need to miss work due to staying home while awaiting COVID-19 test results, the COVID-19 Short-

Term Absence Payment covers eligible workers. 
 
The scheme is administered by the Ministry of Social Development. Employers can apply on the Work and Income 

website. 
 
See also:  
Employment New Zealand: COVID-19 Leave Support Scheme. 

Short-term absence payment 

From 9 February 2021, the COVID-19 Short-Term Absence Payment is available for businesses to help pay their 
workers who cannot work from home while they wait for a COVID-19 test result. Self-employed people are eligible 
for this payment. 

This one-off payment of $350.00 for each eligible worker is available for workers who: 

• are unable to work for home; and 

• must stay home while waiting for a COVID-19 test result (in line with public health guidance), meaning that 
they miss work. 

For more information on eligibility and how to apply, see Work and Income COVID-19 Short-Term Absence Payment. 
 
Resurgence support payment 

From 23 February 2021 businesses can apply for the COVID-19 Resurgence Support Payment when there has been 

an increase from alert level 1 for seven days or more. The payment can be used to help cover wages and other 

business expenses. 
 
To be eligible a business must have experienced a 30 per cent or more drop in revenue over a seven-day period after 

the increase alert level, in addition to other criteria. 

https://www.workandincome.govt.nz/covid-19/leave-support-scheme/who-can-get-it.html#null
https://workandincome.govt.nz/covid-19/leave-support-scheme/index.html
https://www.employment.govt.nz/leave-and-holidays/other-types-of-leave/coronavirus-workplace/leave-support-scheme
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-health-advice-public/assessment-and-testing-covid-19
https://www.workandincome.govt.nz/covid-19/short-term-absence-payment/index.html


 
Eligible businesses can receive the lesser of: 

• $1,500 plus $400 per fulltime-equivalent employee (up to a maximum of 50 full time-equivalent employees); 
or 

• four times the actual drop in revenue. 

 
For more information and how to apply, see Inland Revenue – COVID-10 Resurgence Support Payment (RSP). 
 
Other financial support for businesses 

The Government have introduced a number of financial support measures to assist in the COVID-19 pandemic 
circumstances, including: 

• Small Business Cashflow scheme 

• Business Finance Guarantee scheme 

• Business cash flow and tax measures  

• Insolvency relief for businesses 

 

 
See also:  
Unite Against COVID-19: Financial Support for businesses  
Inland Revenue: COVID-19: Business and organisations 
Companies Office: COVID-19 Business Debt Hibernation 
Companies Office: safe harbour for company directors 
 

Managing issues around remote/flexible working 

 

Under the Employment Relations Act 2000, employees have the right to request, and employers have a duty to 

consider a request for, flexible working arrangements. 

 

Also relevant is discrimination legislation, as a “disease” may be considered a “disability” for the purposes of 

discrimination legislation. See Overview – Discrimination.  

 

Employers should review flexible working policies to ensure that they are clear about expectations of employees 

working remotely, including health and safety obligations such as safe work practices (including the home office 

setup and continuing hygiene and infection control measures), confidentiality of information and protecting 

intellectual property. It is important to maintain communication and consultation with remote working employees to 

ensure their wellbeing and ongoing commitment to the business. 

 

Businesses could assess workplace health and safety risks at the remote/home location by requesting staff (both 

employees and contractors) to email photos of their work areas. Staff could also be required to complete a checklist 

which confirms electrical safety, fire safety (ie smoke detector, fire equipment) and general access to medical 

assistance (ie basic first aid supplies). Team briefings around workplace health and safety issues may also be 

helpful in identifying risk issues that have not been captured by the more checklist exercise.  

 

Where required to perform work, businesses should ensure that employees have an adequate internet connection 

that enables them to properly perform their duties and responsibilities in the online environment. If they do not, 

employers should consider providing allowances to increase the speed of the home connection for a limited period 

or could provide company-funded wireless access.  

 

Once the disease crisis has abated, it may be difficult for an employer to refuse to continue with a flexible working 

https://www.ird.govt.nz/covid-19/business-and-organisations/resurgence-support-payment
https://www.ird.govt.nz/covid-19/business-and-organisations/small-business-cash-flow-loan
https://www.treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/new-zealand-economy/covid-19-economic-response/measures/bfg
https://www.ird.govt.nz/covid-19/business-and-organisations/small-business-cash-flow-loan
https://www.companiesoffice.govt.nz/covid-19/relief-measures/
https://covid19.govt.nz/businesses-and-employees/businesses-and-services/financial-support-for-businesses/
https://www.ird.govt.nz/covid-19/business-and-organisations
https://www.companiesoffice.govt.nz/covid-19/business-debt-hibernation/
https://companies-register.companiesoffice.govt.nz/help-centre/company-directors/safe-harbour-for-company-directors/
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=2814a98f-e35a-4034-99d1-504891d9e512&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-BP71-FBN1-2210-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Employment+Relations+Act+2000&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=780b6f4d-732d-4e78-af9d-6100fdbab5e0
https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=5076a945-2420-4fa5-849e-4edf7b6b0382&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=32&pdcurrsubtid=37&pdactivecontenttype=Snapshot&ecomp=4hng&earg=37&prid=7a079411-f59f-4f9d-a037-09bc50e16246


arrangement if the employee has demonstrated that he or she has remained productive and maintained 

commitment to the business. Employers should take that into consideration if any employee makes a request to 

continue remote working post-crisis.  

 

References: 

Employment Relations Act 2000, s 69AA 

 

Communication and consultation 

 

Employers have a duty under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 to provide information about health and 

safety in the workplace. At a minimum, information should relate to hygiene practices and infection control and on 

current developments relating to the spread of the virus and its effects on the community. Employers should review 

and, where appropriate, implement the recommendations from the Ministry of Health.    

 

Inappropriate behaviour 

 

In circumstances of heightened anxiety that inevitably follow any disease outbreak, it is possible that there may be 

inappropriate behaviours in the workplace which target “protected attributes”.   

 

These might include: 

• discrimination against or harassment of members of a race, ethnic group or religion, particularly where it 

may be perceived that the disease originates from a particular country; or 

• discrimination against, or bullying or harassment of, people with the disease (where the disease is likened 

to “disability”).  

 

Employers need to take all reasonable steps to educate the workforce on respectful treatment of their colleagues 

and clients to ensure that staff do not behave unlawfully. Steps could include the reissuing of workplace 

discrimination/harassment/bullying policies, specific communications providing examples of “appropriate” and 

“inappropriate” behaviours, providing avenues for staff to seek help including employee assistance lines and HR 

contacts and conducting investigations into complaints. 

 

Businesses have obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 to prevent harm, including 

psychological harm, to employees in the workplace. 

 

Under the Employment Relations Act 2000, employees and employers are required to actively maintain their 

relationship in good faith. Repeated verbal or emotional attacks on an employee may breach the duty of good faith 

owed by employers to employees. 

 

All employment agreements contain an implied obligation on employers to provide a safe workplace. Employees 

may have grounds to raise a personal grievance if an employer creates an unsafe workplace by failing to manage 

bullying. 

 

References: 

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, s 211 

 

Issues around business continuity flow-on staffing effects 

 

Significant disease outbreaks are likely to adversely impact business, which may lead to staff redundancies.  

 

Prior to implementing redundancies, businesses could consider preliminary measures, including: 

 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=11ba24e2-6625-4b16-b0c3-360a068fa2b2&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22F6-00000-00&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAFAAZAAFAAK&ecomp=ydshk&prid=a24912a2-8999-4eb6-af2b-333b7966d47e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=7b8674f8-7816-4a93-9026-540816b1c460&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0Y6-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2015A70-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Health+and+Safety+at+Work+Act+2015&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=583cf470-b658-4211-a5b5-7d87449b2cd6
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=7b8674f8-7816-4a93-9026-540816b1c460&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S0Y6-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2015A70-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Health+and+Safety+at+Work+Act+2015&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=583cf470-b658-4211-a5b5-7d87449b2cd6
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=2814a98f-e35a-4034-99d1-504891d9e512&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-BP71-FBN1-2210-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Employment+Relations+Act+2000&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=780b6f4d-732d-4e78-af9d-6100fdbab5e0
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=9115f951-2beb-4e87-b9cb-f74feac2cd50&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5GWD-2J11-K0BB-S115-00000-00&pdtocnodeidentifier=AACAAIABSAAEAAHAAEAAB&ecomp=ydshk&prid=8fafde49-064a-473c-b41d-44ada56cb3c2


• management leading by example by foregoing salary and/or bonuses; 

• freezing recruitment; 

• cutting back or eliminating the use of contractors or labour hire workers (subject to the terms of the service 

agreements); 

• roster changes (eg. overtime prohibitions, reducing hours of work); or 

• redeploying employees who do not have work into areas of the business that have increased labour 

requirements. 

 

Some of these steps will require employee consent, particularly measures that reduce hours/income. Where 

employees are on unpaid parental leave, employers must ensure that they consult with employees. 

 

Where it is necessary to implement redundancies, employers must comply with justification, consultation and 

selection requirements under the Employment Relations Act 2000 and contained in any employment agreement. 

Any decision to disestablish a position, or terminate an employee's employment for redundancy, must be ”justified” 

as per s 103A of the Employment Relations Act 2000 – that is, whether the employer's decision was one that a fair 

and reasonable employer could have made in all the circumstances at the time. Such a decision must be founded 

on genuine business reasons.  

References: 

Employment Relations Act 2000, s 103A 

Requirement to consult with employees 

In the event of redundancies, an employer must follow a full and fair consultation process with potentially affected 
employees. The consultation process must comply with the minimum steps in s 103A(3) of the Employment 
Relations Act 2000 and the good faith requirements for notice, consultation and disclosure under s 4 of the Act. 

Typically, a fair and reasonable consultation process will require the following minimum steps: 

• the business proposal for change is circulated to all employees who are likely to be affected by the change, 
before any final decisions are made; 

• the employees are given a reasonable time to comment, respond, suggest alternative ways to achieve the 
change objectives; and 

• the employee responses are considered in the final decisions made about the business. 

This process is known as a consultation process and it must be undertaken if an employer is to avoid claims of: 

• breaches of the duty of good faith; or 

• unjustifiable dismissal. 

References: 
Employment Relations Act 2000, s 103A(3)  
Employment Relations Act 2000, s 4 

See also: Restructuring: consultation 

Selection for redundancy 

If an employer wishes to reduce the number of employees that perform the same kind of work, it must adopt a 
transparent way of selecting those for redundancy. In these circumstances, the employers may call for volunteers 
before a selection process begins. This has the advantage of reducing the risk of contested choices, particularly if 
the number of volunteers equals or exceeds the required number of redundancies. It is generally most effective 
where there are incentives to volunteer, for instance where employment agreements provide for redundancy 
entitlements (lumps sum payments payable on redundancy). 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1230042&crid=2814a98f-e35a-4034-99d1-504891d9e512&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-BP71-FBN1-2210-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24-FRONT-CONTENTS&pdcontentcomponentid=112422&pddoctitle=Employment+Relations+Act+2000&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=95b6k&prid=780b6f4d-732d-4e78-af9d-6100fdbab5e0
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=7afa0c12-503e-4617-9b90-438a18c9242f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22G0-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24S103A&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Test+of+justification&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=93_7k&prid=099fc585-d7de-4d00-86d7-9ce8dd56aa26
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=7afa0c12-503e-4617-9b90-438a18c9242f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22G0-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24S103A&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Test+of+justification&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=93_7k&prid=099fc585-d7de-4d00-86d7-9ce8dd56aa26
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=7afa0c12-503e-4617-9b90-438a18c9242f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22G0-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24S103A&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Test+of+justification&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=93_7k&prid=099fc585-d7de-4d00-86d7-9ce8dd56aa26
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=00e1dcd2-800c-4e31-8619-11e66e794cd8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22DD-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24S4&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Parties+to+employment+relationship+to+deal+with+each+other+in+good+faith&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=93_7k&prid=099fc585-d7de-4d00-86d7-9ce8dd56aa26
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=7afa0c12-503e-4617-9b90-438a18c9242f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22G0-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24S103A&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Test+of+justification&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=93_7k&prid=099fc585-d7de-4d00-86d7-9ce8dd56aa26
https://advance.lexis.com/document/documentlink/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=00e1dcd2-800c-4e31-8619-11e66e794cd8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Flegislation-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58VS-CNX1-JWXF-22DD-00000-00&pdpinpoint=_2000A24S4&pdcontentcomponentid=274497&pddoctitle=Parties+to+employment+relationship+to+deal+with+each+other+in+good+faith&pdproductcontenttypeid=urn%3Apct%3A205&pdiskwicview=false&ecomp=93_7k&prid=099fc585-d7de-4d00-86d7-9ce8dd56aa26
https://advance.lexis.com/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=d7cd634b-886f-43b3-b59c-615bdbdb6c95&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fpractical-guidance-nz%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5D3C-F231-F2F4-G23G-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5D3C-F231-F2F4-G23G-00000-00&pdcomponentid=366922&pdcurrmodid=1013026&ecomp=sh1k&earg=1%3A1&prid=54a6afdc-a3c7-4b75-967d-9ff7bf32a3cb


Redundancy entitlements 

There is no statutory requirement for employers to pay redundancy compensation. Whether employees receive 
redundancy entitlements is entirely dependent on their employment agreement and is a matter for negotiation 
between the parties. 

If the employment agreement provides for redundancy entitlements, then so long as the employee meets any 
conditions of receipt, they will be entitled to these payments. If not, they will be entitled only to what they can 
negotiate (if anything) at the time of the redundancy. It is more common for collective agreements than individual 
agreements to contain entitlements to redundancy payments. Entitlements will often depend (and be calculated) on 
the basis of length of service. See Redundancy. 

 
If employers fail to comply with laws relating to termination of employment, this may give rise to claims for unfair 
dismissal, underpayments, unlawful termination and discrimination. See Discrimination and Dismissal.  

 
 

 

https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=84c7c893-a2eb-44d8-ae5f-6c604cd1cc4a&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=58&pdcurrsubtid=61&pdactivecontenttype=Snapshot&ecomp=4hng&earg=61&prid=70b55952-b45f-4349-b2fe-38db880d359e
https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=5076a945-2420-4fa5-849e-4edf7b6b0382&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=32&pdcurrsubtid=37&pdactivecontenttype=Snapshot&ecomp=4hng&earg=37&prid=7a079411-f59f-4f9d-a037-09bc50e16246
https://advance.lexis.com/lnpgbrowse/?pdmfid=1201009&crid=9e94f786-9ab5-4232-9f67-3ea5e1194ea7&pdcurrmodid=1013026&pdcurrtopid=58&pdcurrsubtid=62&pdactivecontenttype=Snapshot&ecomp=4hng&earg=62&prid=47e550c9-13e0-4a22-8db1-c9b26a0b5e7b
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